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Fitch Ratings downgraded Old Republic International Corp. (ORI) by three notches, sending the ratings 
into junk territory, while keeping them on watch for further downgrade amid uncertainty stemming 
from woes at the company's runoff mortgage insurance business.  
The credit ratings company--which has Old Republic at double-B, or two notches into junk--had placed 
the company on watch for possible downgrade last week, citing uncertainty about the insurer's ability to 
meet its debt covenants amid the mortgage unit's struggles.  
Fitch expects that Old Republic's ratings could see either sudden, multinotch upgrades or downgrades in 
the near to intermediate term, depending on whether the risk of a covenant breach increases or 
declines. A reduction or elimination of the company's shareholder dividend would be viewed favorably, 
Fitch said.  
Old Republic recently reported that it swung to a fourth-quarter profit on bigger investment gains, 
though losses widened at its runoff mortgage insurance business. The unit is under the supervision of 
insurance regulators and has continued to deteriorate since it was forced to stop selling new coverage in 
August. The status, known as runoff, has struck other mortgage insurers as they struggle with losses on 
the policies they sold leading up to the housing-market crash.  
Fitch on Monday said it believes there are no assurances that Old Republic's runoff plan will be 
successful, and that the mortgage unit won't ultimately become insolvent.  
Fitch also downgraded the investment-grade ratings on Old Republic's subsidiaries by a notch to A-
minus, reflecting uncertainties at the parent company.  
Standard & Poor's Ratings Services recently lowered its outlook on Old Republic to negative from stable. 
The credit ratings company also cited uncertainty surrounding the mortgage unit. S&P rates Old 
Republic at triple-B-plus, three notches into investment grade.  
Shares were up 8 cents at $9.80 in recent trading. The stock is down 21% this year.  
 


